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ATLANTA’S VOCAL PLAY GROUP “NATURALLY 7” TO RELEASE NEW BIOPIC 

 
[Atlanta, GA, August 15, 2019] The Atlanta based group “Naturally 7”, who recently competed on the 
CBS Show “World’s Best” and is signed to BMG Music Group, is set to have a documentary entitled “All 
Natural” released about their music and rise to stardom.  The film is produced by Joe Howell, Managing 
Partner of STAGE TEN MEDA in Atlanta and award-winning songwriter, and co-produced by Nancy 
Howell, Producer of “The Promise” and Alicia Godmasch, Executive Producer of The Bigger Picture Films 
upcoming “Planet X: Gold of the Gods”.  The documentary follows “Naturally 7” throughout Europe 
and the United States on tour as they discuss how the band was formed the creation of their sound 
“VocalPlay”.  It discusses the realities that come with fame and touring and how it affects both their 
personal lives and the band itself.  It interviews famous collaborators of “Naturally 7” like Michael 
Bublé and Chris Martin of “COLDPLAY”.  In addition, it also explores the various levels of stardom in the 
industry.  Finally, the film shows audiences how successfully the band is abroad in contrast to the 
United States and how they intend to break through the market here at home.  It is a feel good and fun 
film that can encourage anyone in any industry on a journey toward success.  The short documentary 
film will premiere at the Bronze Lens Film Festival on August 23, 2019. 
 
Naturally 7 is a vocal play band based out of Atlanta and New York. For over 20 years, they have been 
touring worldwide and capturing audiences on every continent in the world.  They have appeared on 
the Jay Leno Show, Ellen, Conan O’Brien, Arsenio Hall and have sang for President Obama. They were 
also the opening act of Michael Bublé’s concert tour for three world tours. 
 
Connect with Naturally 7 on the film Instagram @allnaturalmovie and website 
www.allnaturalmovie.com . For more information about the “All Natural” documentary contact: 
 
Nancy Howard 
Stage Ten Media 
404.918.6886 
joe@stageten.com] 
 

Be sure to lookout for Naturally 7’s new documentary “All Natural” and catch them on “The World’s 
Best” on CBS All Access network. 
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